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Tips for Optimizing LinkedIn  

Why post to LinkedIn?   

LinkedIn is professional in nature, there’s no noise and chatter of other social networks.  It is a proven way to grow 

your network, create and sustain relationships, enhance your personal brand, learn from and share great content 

and have meaningful conversations. 

 

What’s the difference between Share an update, Write an article and Upload a photo? 
(You must be logged into your profile to see these options.) 

 

“Write an Article is like a blog.  Use it for a longer post.  Also, this type of communication notifies your entire 

network. 

Share an Update is for sharing a link, article or research.  Text should be a paragraph or less. 

Upload a Photo is for sharing a photo of your own – use an url to link back to your website.  

Writing/Posting to LinkedIn:  You will know if you have access if there is a pencil icon either to the side or below 

the paper clip icon in your post status update box in your LinkedIn home page. 

Please see image below, in which "Write an article" contains the link which will allow you to blog on LinkedIn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[MORE] 
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How Do I Access the LinkedIn Publishing Dashboard Once I Have Access? 

The easiest way to access it is simply by pressing the pencil icon inside your post status update box on your 

LinkedIn home page. 

The dashboard itself seamlessly integrates with your LinkedIn page (you must be logged into your account) and 

consists of the following elements: 

• The "ribbon" of options at the top for formatting, adding images, embedding videos and presentations, and 

linking. 

• The main "body" where you will compose your blog post below it. 

 

Write an Article:  

1. You can choose from the different share options at the top of the homepage. Once you click Publish, an 

update will be broadcast to the LinkedIn feed on your homepage. Learn more about who can see your 

activity.    

2. Your original content becomes part of your professional profile. It is displayed on the Posts section of your 

LinkedIn profile. 

3. It's shared with your connections and followers in their news feeds, and sometimes through notifications. 

4. Members that aren't in your network can follow you from your long-form post, so that your next post will 

be surfaced in their feeds. 

5. Your long-form post may be searchable both on and off LinkedIn, depending on your profile settings. 

Having your public profile visibility set to "everyone" will distribute your posts publicly. Learn more about 

your public profile settings.                                                                                                                                    [MORE] 
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Note:  You must navigate to Recent Activity page to see your updates. 

To Share an update: 

1. At the top of your homepage, click Share an update. 

2. Type your update in the text box. Text is limited to 600 characters maximum. 

• You can attach files such as PDFs, Word documents, and JPEG images. 

• To attach a link, type in the URL. Allow a few seconds for a summary to display and the metadata to 

activate/transfer. Remove any spaces from the URL that you are including before sharing. URLs with 

spaces in them can't be shared on LinkedIn, and will result in an error. 

3. Click Share. 

Visibility of Updates and Links You Share 

When sharing an update, you can control who sees it by using the Share with dropdown menu below the share 

box. You may have to start typing in the share box to see this menu. 

If visibility is set to public, your update may appear on: 

1. The homepages of your 1st-degree connections 

2. The homepages of your 2nd or 3rd-degree connections if re-shared, commented upon, or liked by your 1st-

degree connections 

3. Content search results for topics you've posted 

4. Search results for hashtags you've used in posts 

5. Your Recent Activity page 

6. Your public profile, which is also visible to people who are not logged in 

 

[MORE] 
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To share Upload a photo: 

1. At the top of your homepage, click Upload a photo. 

2. Choose which file you'd like to upload. 

3. After uploading your file, add a caption in the text box. 

• The size limit for an upload is 100 MB. 

• Uploaded images can't be resized. 

4. Click Share. 

NOTES 

Showing or Hiding Activity Updates About You 

When you take certain actions or make certain profile updates on LinkedIn, these updates will immediately be 

visible on your Recent Activity page. 

 

Your Recent Activity page is not the same as your homepage. You must go to your Recent Activity page after 

making any change to confirm that they were broadcast. 

While the majority of your updates appear on your Recent Activity page for 14 days, the duration for which 

different types of activities appear may change as LinkedIn continues to improve the product. 

You can disable these updates by switching the toggle in your activity broadcast setting. 

To adjust the activity broadcast setting while editing your profile on desktop: 

1. Move your cursor over Profile at the top of your homepage and select Edit Profile. 

2. Toggle the button in the Notify Your Network? box on the right to either Yes or No. 

• You may have to scroll down to see this toggle. It's displayed below the Who's Viewed Your 

Profile stats. 

For any of these sharing actions, you can select an option under Share with: 

• Select Public to show the update to everyone on LinkedIn including your extended network. 

• Select Just your connections to show the update to your 1st degree connections only. 

Be aware about the difference between a post (which is a long-post or blog) and update (short sentence or 

paragraph shared with your network). The posts are attached to your profile, so be sure to share insights, 

knowledge or something that you want to be remembered for. Updates eventually disappear in the void, so you can 

be less selective here.   You should use posts to give insights on your professional skills and knowledge.  
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